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1. Introduction

The Durham Steam Turbine Exhaust Diffuser Test Case is an open source design for
a low pressure (LP) steam turbine last stage blade (LSB) and accompanying exhaust
hood. The geometries were generated as, at present, there are no representative
published geometries for a stage and exhaust hood because of the high level of
secrecy surrounding industrially designed cases.

Full details of the generation of the Durham Steam Turbine Exhaust Diffuser
Test Case and CFD validation of the preliminary design is outlined in the work of
Burton et. al [1].

The geometries are available in .IGES file format at https://www.dur.ac.uk/

ecs/research/techreports/.

2. Last Stage Blade Geometry

The geometry for the Durham Stage in conjunction with ALSTOM. Modifications
were made to an original, 20 year old blade, to bring the efficiency and flow profiles
of the blade closer in line with those found in modern designs. The objective was
for the blade to produce representative inlet boundary conditions to a exhaust hood
CFD calculation. The modifications were made with a purely aerodynamic objective
and the blade is not suitable for manufacture.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the stator and rotor blade profiles at hub midspan and
tip. The blade geometries and hub and shroud profiles are included in .IGES file
format at https://www.dur.ac.uk/ecs/research/techreports/.

The Durham Stage has been designed to form a representative inlet boundary
condition for an exhaust hood calculation. For fully coupled calculations, where the
stage and exhaust hood are solved simmultaneously and connected by an interface
(such as a mixing plane or frozen rotor), the rotor outlet boundary needs to be
moved from its baseline location, Figure 4, to coincide with that of the Durham
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Figure 1: Blade Profiles at Hub Figure 2: Blade Profiles at Midspan

Figure 3: Blade Profiles at Tip Figure 4: Stage Boundaries Diagram

Property Stator Rotor
Blade Count 60 65

RPM - 3000
Blade Length [m] 0.79 0.92
Hub Diameter [m] 0.77 -

Table 1: Durham Stage Geometric Features

Pressure Ratio 0.292
Mass Flow Rate 88.44 kgs−1

Outlet Mach Number 0.6
Outlet Static Pressure [bar] 0.75

Table 2: Durham Stage Properties

Exhaust Hood inlet boundary, see Figure 5. Coordinates of the location of this
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Figure 5: Diagram of Full Coupling Figure 6: Diagram of Sequential Coupling

Coordinate [mm]
X1 571.3
Y1 1679.4
X2 623.4
Y2 712.8

Table 3: Rotor Outlet Coordinates

boundary modification are included in Table 3.

3. Exhaust Hood Geometry

The design for the Durham Exhaust Hood geometry was generated from an amal-
gamation of existing published designs. The specific design features are described
in depth in the work of Burton et. al. [1].

Two exhaust hood geometry configurations can be found at https://www.dur.
ac.uk/ecs/research/techreports/. The geometry configuration should be se-
lected dependent upon the CFD calculation method used; one for sequential cou-
pling, one for fully coupled approaches.

Figure 6 illustrates the difference between the geometries of the sequential and
fully coupled approaches. The primary geometry measurements can be found in
Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10.

For fully coupled approaches (such as mixing plane, frozen rotor, full unsteady
etc.) the exhaust hood inlet boundary coincides with the rotor outlet plane at
the rotor trailing edge, Figure 5. The rotor outlet plane coordinates are given
in Table 3. The Durham Exhaust Hood for coupled calculations can be found
https://www.dur.ac.uk/ecs/research/techreports/.

3.1. Sequential Coupling. The sequential approach to coupling requires calcu-
lating the exhaust hood flow structure separate from that of the last stage blades.
The last stage blade calculation is carried out and the circumferentially averaged
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Figure 7: Durham Exhaust Hood Dimen-
sions

Figure 8: Durham Exhaust Hood Dimen-
sions

Figure 9: Flow Guide Turning Angles Figure 10: Flow Guide Dimensions

flow profiles downstream of the rotor trailing edge determine the inlet boundary
conditions for a separate exhaust hood calculation. The exhaust hood calculation
is carried out with an outlet static pressure which gives the same mass flow rate
through the hood calculation as there was through the stage. This is iteratively
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determined. This computationally efficient and simple calculation enables the effect
of the turbine to be seen on the exhaust hood but the effect of the exhaust hood
cannot be seen on the stage. Further details can be found in the work of Burton et.
al. from 2012 [1].

As the exhaust hood calculation is carried out separate from that of the stage, the
exhaust hood inlet boundary location needs to be modified to procure convergence.
The exhaust hood inlet boundary would typically by alligned with the outlet of the
rotor, as in the default Durham Exhaust Hood. However, as this is in a region of
high turning, convergence is facilitated if the inlet boundary is extended one axial
chord length upstream of it’s baseline location, Figure 6. The rotor outlet profiles
need to be subsequently scaled to match the smaller inlet height.

The Durham Exhaust Hood geometry with modified inlet location can be found
at https://www.dur.ac.uk/ecs/research/techreports/

4. Fluid Properties

The working fluid of the Durham Steam Turbine Exhaust Diffuser Test Case is
steam, modelled as an ideal gas, with fluid properties corresponding to wet steam.
The fluid properties for the calculation set up are tabulated in Table 4.

Fluid Property Value
Cp 4153 J/kgK

Gamma 1.12
Thermal Conductivity 0.061 W/mK

Dynamic Viscosity 1.032 x 10−5 Pas

Table 4: Fluid Properties for Case Set Up

5. Boundary Conditions

5.1. Inlet Boundary Conditions. The Durham Steam Turbine Exhaust Diffuser
Test Case stator inlet boundary condition typically set as total pressure inlet con-
dition, requiring a total pressure, total temperature, swirl and pitch angle. Values
across the inlet span are listed in table 5 and shown graphically in Figures 11 and
12.

For turbulence modelling using the Spalart Allmaras turbulence model, a viscos-
ity profile is required at inlet, table 5.

5.2. Outlet Boundary Conditions.

5.2.1. Stage Calculations. For Durham Stage calculations carried out separate
from the exhaust hood, the outlet should be set as a static pressure boundary at
8800Pa.

5.2.2. Exhaust Hood Calculations. The Durham Exhaust Hood outlet should
be set as a static pressure boundary. The value of static pressure applied depends
on the calculation method, see table 6.
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Span [m] Vx [m/s] Vr [m/s] Vt [m/s] Pt [bar] Tt [bar] Viscosity [Pa.s]
0.712 50 0 6.787 0.260 338.86 0.0116
0.807 50 3.058 4.260 0.260 338.91 0.0142
0.891 50 6.139 2.305 0.262 339.02 0.0129
0.967 50 9.267 0.759 0.264 339.19 0.0130
1.036 50 12.466 -0.358 0.266 339.37 0.0133
1.100 50 15.765 -1.082 0.268 339.58 0.0136
1.161 50 19.193 -1.056 0.271 339.81 0.0125
1.219 50 22.786 -0.750 0.274 340.05 0.0112
1.274 50 26.585 -0.297 0.276 340.26 0.0042

Table 5: Stator Inlet Flow Profiles

Figure 11: Stator Inlet Pressure and Ve-
locity

Figure 12: Stator Inlet Temperature and
Viscosity

Calculation Method Outlet Static Pressure [Pa]
Sequential Coupling 8000

Fully Coupled 10000

Table 6: Exhaust Hood Outlet Static Pressure

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, the Durham Steam Turbine Exhaust Diffuser Test Case is an open
source last stage blade and accompanying exhaust hood which CFD has shown to
produce to a representative flow structure. This document provides the information
required to set up a CFD calculation using commercial software using the Durham
Steam Turbine Exhaust Diffuser Test Case.
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